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****************************************************************************************
Start from: St. Tudy Churchtown. War Memorial, Church Road, NE side of church at 06636/76342
Getting There: From A39 Wadebridge to Camelford, take first turning R after St. Kew Highway and, after
about 1½ miles, take first turning R into St. Tudy. In centre go R to War Memorial. If unable to park there,
use village hall car park, passed on R on way into the village from A39 at about 06534/76636.
****************************************************************************************
As far as the point beyond Wetherham where you turn back towards St. Tudy, the heavy woodland rendered
my GPS inaccurate. Where the distance on the GPS read only 0.93 miles, the map wheel read 1.24, making
a total distance of 2.33 miles. This accords fairly well with iwalkcornwall’s distance of 2.4 miles
****************************************************************************************
St Tudy War Memorial to turning point after Wetherham – 1.24 miles
From the war memorial, at 06636/76342, go R past the post box and bus shelter for 25 yards and then R up 3 steps and
through an iron gate into the churchyard. Follow the tarmac path to leave the churchyard by the gate at the SW corner.
Bear R, past the primary school on your R, to the road from St. Mabyn. Cross to the opposite side and turn R, leaving
Michaels Cottage (somewhat derelict 2015) on your L. At the end of the cottage, go L following the FP sign, junkyard
garden on your L, fairly high hedge and graveyard on R, to a wooden stile to a field. (150 yards)
Cross the field slightly L for 100 yards to the far end of the football field fence. Continue for 50 yards to a WM post
and a rough low stile to a second field. Follow the WM, continuing on the same line, to a low stile (barbed wire) in a
gap in the hedgerow to a third field. Bear slightly L, following a faint path across the grass, eventually picking up the
LH hedge. (Note view of the big house, Tremeer, to R and the small settlement of Lower Tremeer half R in the valley)
Continue fairly steep downhill, bearing L down to a wooden gate to woodland. (0.38 miles)
Cross a wooden FB over a tiny stream, at its end a cattle stile down to a muddy area to a sort of mini-clapper over the
stream proper, and another muddy area to a wooden gate to a field. (You will see a stile at the top of the hill ahead but
that is not your route) Go uphill, passing an opening to a field on your L then after 10 yards, with a galvanised gate to
your R, go L (no WM) roughly following the LH hedge gently then steeply for short while downhill to a galvanised gate
(no WM) to woods. (0.51 miles)
From here for almost ½ mile the dense woodland made my GPS unreliable so distances are mostly omitted.
The path winds a little and undulates gently through mostly beech and alder woodland, roughly following the LH edge,
coppiced trees to your L, to a cattle stile (barbed wire on L) and steeply down to a track (WM post). Follow the WM R
uphill easy, hedge on L, high bank on R. After a little while you pass Wetherham Lodge below L. Go between granite
gateposts then 25 yards on the track forks at a WM post. Follow WM taking R fork uphill. Soon a track comes in on R
and another leaves to R. Keep L downhill, passing Wetherham Lodge below on L. Laurel and drop to L, high bank and
woodland to R. Pass a pair of tall firs on L then, after a small quarry on R, and a granite post on R, the path forks. Take
the R fork following a WM on a tall post. In a while cross a stream on a 3-stone clapper and go through a wooden lift
barrier onto grass, finally leaving the woodland. Bear slightly R, crossing a tarmac track and following a grassy swathe
to a wooden stile and a cattle stile (FP) to a lane heading back to St. Tudy. (1.24 miles)
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Turning point after Wetherham back to St Tudy War Memorial – 1.07 miles – see page 2
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Turning point past Wetherham back to St Tudy War Memorial – 1.07 miles
Go L on the lane to a galvanised gate on your L. (There should a WM but isn’t. The gate should open but is chained
closed) Climb the gate into a field and bear diagonally L to a high (barbed wire) (no WM) wooden stile in the fence.
Follow the LH fence downhill to a wooden stile (barbed wire) into woodland. Follow a path downhill, which becomes
steepish for a while, passing a gate on your L into the Wetherham estate. At 1.67 miles you cross a wooden FB over a
stream then take three steps up to a track. Cross a gravelled area then cross the tarmac drive to Wetherham house, a
hexagonal culverhouse to your L. Cross another gravelled area, house to your L, and go R uphill (no WM) on a wide
grassy, potentially muddy track, uphill in woodland. (1.70 miles)
Soon a track comes in from your L (which you earlier took towards Wetherham). Follow a WM forward gently uphill,
through gate pillars and continue, passing Westerham Lodge on your R at 1.80 miles, then gently down. At 1.83 miles
at 05926/75920, there is a high cattle stile on your L with a WM post. Ignore them and go R through gate pillars (there
was a gate, now gone) to a tarmac track which goes R to Wetherham Lodge and Wetherham. Go L on the track, gently
uphill, and almost immediately through gate pillars, with redundant step-stile on L. At 1.85 miles you pass a large open
corrugated barn on your R. At 2.04 miles pass on your L Horna Parc. At 2.08 miles the lane bears R, with on the L a
wooden gate labelled Maenne Parc. (2.08 miles)
Here go forward over a high cattle stile (WM) and follow a path in light woodland, hedge on L, wire fence on R, gently
uphill to an open cattle stile at 2.11 miles. On your L is a wooden gate to Maenne Parc (house). Continue for 10 yards
to a tarmac lane. Cross the lane to a tarmac path between the bungalows of Glebe Parc. At 2.18 miles, with a low cattle
stile to a playing field ahead of you, go R between granite posts and follow a path along a stone wall on your R, bearing
L at the last moment to a galvanised kissing gate. Cross a tarmac basketball court diagonally R and follow a path, with
wooden sheds to your L. At the RH corner at 2.24 miles go through low double wooden gates down an alleyway, with a
house on R, for about 20 yards to a metal barrier to Redvale Road. *Go L on the road, passing toilets on your L, then
bending R back to your start point at the War Memorial. *Or you could choose to go diagonally R, leaving the school
to your L, and go through the churchyard back to the start point. (2.33 miles)

